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Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition:
New. Howard Jarrett (illustrator). 229 x 152 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on
Demand *****.Horror-101 is a story about three young college students that attend the University of
Colorado in Boulder. Montoya, Johnson and Peterson share a house and The English Major of the
house, Lorenzo Montoya has come up with a bi-monthly scary story contest that he has named,
Horror-101, in which the three of them compete to win a very highly coveted prize. Lorenzo
Montoya begins the night with a story he calls, Till Death Do We Part? It is a story of a man that
married for money, but he must get rid of his rich nagging wife, Kathleen and her little dog too. The
plan goes perfectly except for one little detail. Next, Johnson tells a story he Calls, Big Kahuna and
Turtle. This is a totally tubular tale of a beach bum surfer everyone calls, the Big Kahuna, who
inherits a fortune, a mansion and a huge responsibility when his crazy recluse uncle dies. Big
Kahuna takes his long-time friend, the Extraordinarily Exceptional Zen Master of the Waves, Turtle
with him...
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This ebook is wonderful. I could comprehended every thing out of this created e ebook. I am just effortlessly can get a satisfaction of reading a created pdf.
-- Federico Nolan-- Federico Nolan

This ebook could be worthy of a read through, and far better than other. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. I realized this
publication from my dad and i advised this publication to learn.
-- Stefan Von-- Stefan Von
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